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Hi Parents. 

Coronavirus:- Nationally the concerns continue to grow.  There is the threat of local lockdowns but  
we need to crack on ...but be alert to further Guidelines. 
I have been determined to stick to the plan as outlined to parents at the beginning of August: - 
1. Set out the new arrangements (after Parent Consultation) 
2.Review after the first few days then have further Parent Consultation  
3.Amend arrangements (‘tweak’)where and if necessary. 
4. Under all circumstances to have the safety of children, parents and staff as the main criteria above 
 everything else. 
We have followed each of these steps thoroughly. 
 
I can now confirm that as from Monday 28th September the following ‘tweaks’ will operate. My thanks 
 to all who joined in the Consultation and to the parents who formed last week’s ‘Think Tank’. 
1.Children will still enter/ exit through same gates/ doors as they do at present. 
2.Due to the promptness of parents on entry/ exit this has created some waiting time between  
slots. This has prompted the decision to now try 10 minute slots. 
This still gives enough time for those parents who need to walk between gates. 
3.The sibling slot will be the end slot with ‘safety lanes’ for them and the designated Year Group in   
 that slot. 
4.The need for an ‘anxious ‘slot has reduced remarkably but these families can continue to make 
 private arrangements with me to suit their needs....including which time/ gate they prefer. 
5. Late comers will still need to wait until the very end. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: If any of these amendments reduce the level of safety then we will need to  
return to the original set up of 15 minutes staggered slots immediately. 
 
If parents continue to be prompt- but not turn up too early then we should still continue without  
congestion/ bottlenecks. 
 
To increase the flow, we are also trialling opening up a second gate on the Community Centre 
 car park... 
 
 
We agreed that the ‘tweaks’ will be:-( to take effect from Monday 28th September )- 

 
 
8.20 - Y6 and Y2 start, then- 

8.30 - Y5 / Y3 and Y1, then- 

8.40 - Y4 / Reception/ Siblings. 
 
 Finish time will now start at 2.35.    This will still allow staff time, at the end of day to fulfil ‘ hygiene’ 
 duties with classroom resources etc 
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 2.35 Y6 and Y2 
 2.45 Y5/ Y3 and Y1 
 2.55 Y4 / Reception / Siblings 
 Any ‘anxious’ families ( on medical grounds or who meet the ‘vulnerable’ criteria)will always be  
supported by having ‘special ‘ arrangements on request. 
 
Reminder: Sibling Groups will enter/ exit during the final slot ( there will be two ‘safety lanes for this slot 

 to keep them away from the designated Yr Grp for this slot) 

Regards, Graham Huckstep.       Keep Safe 
 


